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This talk:

PART I: Is it Apartheid?

 Apartheid – the legal definition

 How Israel’s apartheid regime works

 Why ending military occupation requires ending apartheid

PART II: So What If It Is?

 Why partition only sustains apartheid

 Unification, not partition

 Rethinking identities: 

Mandate Palestine as one country wrongly divided by race.



Analysis is based on …

1) V Tilley: The One-State Solution (2005)

2) V Tilley, ed. (with legal team), Beyond

Occupation: Apartheid, Colonialism 

and International Law in the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories (2012) –
commissioned by the South African Department 
of Foreign Affairs

3) Richard Falk & V Tilley, Israeli Practices 

towards the Palestinian People and the 

Question of Apartheid (2017) –
commissioned by the United Nations Economic 
and Social Commission for West Asia



What is apartheid?

The term “Apartheid” can be used to describe:

General impressions of segregation and discrimination

Isolated acts and practices: e.g., “Apartheid Wall” 

Social racism: private attitudes and behavior 

(by Israeli-Jewish public, settlers, in job discrimination, etc.) 

Class divisions with racial elements: “economic apartheid”

Anonymous forces: e.g., ‘global capitalism’

South African practices

None of these work.

To determine whether Israel is legally accountable for practicing 
apartheid, we must use the international legal definition.



Apartheid in international law: 2 sources

International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of 
Apartheid (1973):

… Article 2: The term ‘the crime of apartheid’, which shall include similar 
policies and practices of racial segregation and discrimination as practiced in 
southern Africa, shall apply to… inhuman acts committed for the purpose of 
establishing and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over 
any other racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them. 

Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (1998):

➢ … Article 7/2 (h): ‘The crime of apartheid’ means inhumane acts … committed 
in the context of an institutionalized regime of systematic oppression and 
domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups and 
committed with the intention of maintaining that regime; …



All these elements of definition are satisfied:

➢ Institutionalized regime – yes, 
➢ Israeli law comprises a comprehensive system that ensures Jewish-national 

privileges while dominating and oppressing Palestinians

➢ “Including” policies “similar to” South African – yes
➢ (Policies being different from South African policies does not disqualify)

➢ Purpose/intention to ensure permanent racial domination (the “Jewish 

character” of Israel) - yes: for example, 
➢ Basic Law – Israel as a “Jewish and democratic state”

➢ Law of Return & other laws to ensure an “overwhelming Jewish majority” 

(immigration, residency, etc.)

➢ Nation-state Law (2018) – affirms that the “Jewish people” and no other 

people has the right to self-determination (statehood)



But are these “racial” groups?

➢ International law does not define “race”

➢ It does define “racial discrimination”
➢ Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination: any distinction, 

exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin 

which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or 

exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, 

economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.

➢ In Israeli law and doctrine, “Jewish” & “Arab/Palestinian” identities are “national,” 

“ethnic” and “descent” groups

➢ Many expressions: e.g., Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel (1948)

➢ Explicit in the “Nation-State Law” (2018) – “The State of Israel is the national home 

of the Jewish people, in which it fulfills its natural, cultural, religious and historical 

right to self-determination.”



Jews as a descent, ethnic & national group:

Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel (has standing of 
constitutional law) establishes this:

The Land of Israel, Palestine] was the birthplace of the Jewish people. Here 
their spiritual, religious and political identity was shaped. Here they first 
attained to statehood, created cultural values of national and universal 
significance and gave to the world the eternal Book of Books.

After being forcibly exiled from their land, the people kept faith with it 
throughout their Dispersion and never ceased to pray and hope for their return 
to it and for the restoration in it of their political freedom. Impelled by this 
historic and traditional attachment, Jews strove in every successive generation 
to re-establish themselves in their ancient homeland. In recent decades they 
returned in their masses.

 Ergo: people with different descent have inferior or no rights to the land.

 But don’t non-Jews have the right to vote in Israel?



Jewish statehood is secured by 

combining four interwoven 

domains (territorial/discursive):

 Domain 1: Palestinian citizens of Israel

 Right to vote but not to eliminate Jewish-
national privilege

 Domain 2: Palestinian residents of 
Jerusalem 

 No national vote, insecure residency

 Domain 3: Palestinians in the Occupied 
Territories

 No vote: voting rights only for PA

 Domain 4: Palestinian Refugees and 
Forced Exiles

 No right of return
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4 domains, one system

OPT

Jerusalem

Israel

Refugees



The four domains comprise one regime:

Refugees & 
Forced Exiles

Palestinian 
Civilians 

under Military 
Occupation

Palestinian 
Residents of 
Jerusalem

Palestinian 
Citizens of 

Israel

All 4 domains operate together to ensure 
that Palestinians as a people can never 
challenge the Jewish-national character of 
the state.

NOTE: Israel’s occupation of the OPT is 
absolutely essential to this system.

• Israeli withdrawal to permit a sovereign 
Palestinian state would damage Israel’s 
restrictions on Palestinian movement.

• Free movement = integration - = 
miscegenation - demolish racial division.



PART II: So what… in diplomacy?

 Apartheid is crime against humanity & threatens 

international peace and security. 

 Any solution that perpetuates apartheid will cause conflict.

 All states are obliged to act to end apartheid.

 Apartheid must be stopped. But how?

 “Vision” of two states – fatally flawed

 Partition is based on sustaining Israel as a Jewish state.

 Sustaining Jewish statehood in any part of the territory 

sustains apartheid (compare South Africa).

 One state:

 Reunification of Mandate Palestine on nonracial terms is 
the only way to end apartheid and end the conflict. 



So what …for activists?

 “End the occupation”: how? 

 Israel withdraws from the OPT?

 CANNOT BE ANTICIPATED. At best, partial.

 Would not end apartheid or the conflict.

 Establish a “State of Palestine” to leverage 
withdrawal?

 Under apartheid policies imposed by Israel, a 
Palestinian state is a BANTUSTAN.

 Israel, as long as it is composed as an 
apartheid regime, cannot tolerate a 
Palestinian state that is not a Bantustan.

 Bantustan state secures Palestinian poverty, 
underdevelopment, frustration, insecurity.



The alternative:

 IF partition can only sustain apartheid, then we 
must …

 rethink the conflict on South African terms: 
“colonialism of a special type” – settler 
colonialism

 Settler colonialism is ended not by delineating 
racial reserves (Bantustans) but by eliminating 
settler domination & racial discrimination

 Treating Palestine as multi-national on the basis 
of race adopts an immoral and illegal doctrine.

 INSTEAD: Rethink the whole territory as one 
country – Palestine – wrongly divided by race.

 REUNIFY MANDATE PALESTINE.



KwaZulu Natal 

West Bank 

areas A & B

SPECIAL FOCUS: Art. 2(d)

The Bantustans

 Apartheid imperative = prevent racial 
mixing

 … requires strict geographic segregation

 … requires “Black/Palestinian Self-Government 
Authorities” to channel indigenous political 
aspirations away from rights in dominant state 
to rights in Bantustan

 … requires a leadership that represses 
indigenous dissent, generates leadership 
motivated to cooperate

 APARTHEID CONVENTION: 

 Assumed partition wrongly divided one people 

 Listed “racial reserves” among “acts of 
apartheid”

 OSLO ACCORDS: established Areas in terms 
nearly identical to Bantustan constitutions

 “Palestinian Self-Government Authority” is 
Bantustan government
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 Occupation or Apartheid? HR law applies in occupied territory so no issue there

 BUT, regarding solutions, the difference plays in. ICJ Wall case: “Applying these 
rules, the Court has found that the territories were occupied territory and thus 
not open to annexation; that any such annexation would be tantamount to a 
violation of international law and contrary to international peace.” (Koroma
opinion Para 4)

 Humanitarian law struggles with this case of occupied territory not belonging to 
any state. (1) the conflict lacks two state actors that might be held responsible 
under international law and the international obligations of states. (2) the right of 
“Palestinian” self-determination in occupied territory has tacitly been conflated 
with the “Arab State” of Resolution 181. Tacit is not legally sufficient: a legal 
argument for this transposition must be made, as the two situations are 
different, the former subject to the terms of the Mandate, the latter not; the 
former having legally only one “people” (the “people of Palestine”.. 



Legal basis for reunifying Palestine

 Partition has failed, and can only perpetuate apartheid.

 But what is the “country” illegally governed as an apartheid regime? “Israel” or 

“Palestine”?

 League of Nations Mandate (1922) established “Palestine” as one unified proto-state.

 Article 15: “No discrimination of any kind shall be made between the inhabitants of Palestine on 

the ground of race, religion or language. No person shall be excluded from Palestine on the sole 

ground of his religious belief.”

 1922 British Command Paper clarified the meaning of “Jewish national home”: 

 “the terms of the Declaration referred to do not contemplate that Palestine as a whole should be 

converted into a Jewish National Home, but that such a Home should be founded `in Palestine.‘

 1939 British White Paper reinforced this. 

 1947 UNGA Resolution 181 recommended “partition with economic union,” on conditions 
eradicated by 1948 war. (No “principle of partition” can be invoked now.)

 1947 UNGA UNSCOP Second Committee – found partition illegal



Apartheid and Israel’s legal standing

 The UN Charter prohibits discrimination based on “race, sex, language or religion”.

 IHRL prohibits racial discrimination – based on “race, color, ethnic or national origin” –

and apartheid

 UN Charter Ch. II Arts. 5-6 – Member State may be suspended or expelled if it “has 

persistently violated the Principles contained in the present Charter” – (South Africa 

precedent)

 1949 UNGA Res 273 – Israel was admitted to UN on basis of abiding by Charter principles

 Israel has violated those principles through ethnic cleansing & apartheid

 Uti possidetis juris – “fixing boundaries at the moment of independence” (Shaw 1997)

 The “moment”? – Mandate borders or Israel (no set borders)?



 Partition arguably violated Mandate and UN Charter

 If partition violated UN Charter, is unit of reference original country: Palestine 

Mandate?

 UNGA resolutions: - “inalienable rights of the people of Palestine”

 Shaw: “Self-determination for the Palestinians, therefore, cannot be taken to mean 
dismemberment of the State of Israel” (n. 242)

 Can it be taken to mean Israel’s obligation to administer all of Mandate Palestine?

 Definition of “Palestinians” or “people of Palestine” is left hanging

 Shaw: “Note in particular that the establishment by South Africa of bantustans was seen as a 
violation of the principle of self-determination and prejudicial to the territorial integrity of the 
State and the unity of its people” (n. 242)



The most radical implications of the apartheid lens: 

identity changes

 “Palestine” as one state “that belongs to all who live in it,” ensuring full and equal 
civil, social & cultural rights

 NOT the exclusive geographic heritage of any one part of its population.

 NOT requiring the departure or exclusion of its rightful residents

 “Palestinian” as multi-sectarian identity embracing everyone in the Mandate territory

 NOT “Arab” in any sense (ideologically or legally) exclusive of non-Arabs

 NOT the racial/ethnic construction affirmed by Zionism and imposed by apartheid

 “Jewish” reconceived as an ethnic group with the same civil, social & cultural rights

 NOT a people with superior or prior rights to Palestine based on descent

 NOT a “nation” with the right to self-determination

 RECASTS EVERYTHING. Which is why no one wants to tackle it.



What are Israel’s responsibilities?

 Uti possidetis juris – “fixing boundaries at the moment of independence” (Shaw 1997)

 Which “moment”? – 1922 Mandate borders or 1949 Israeli Armistice Line (no borders)?

 If partition violated UN Charter due to Israel’s apartheid character, what borders apply - Mandate Palestine?

 UNGA resolutions: - “inalienable rights of the people of Palestine”

 Definition of “people of Palestine” left hanging

 ICJ – affirms the existence of a “Palestinian people” but does not define it.

 “Palestinian people” never ethnic in law: PLO Charter makes it territorial (with “Arab nation” provision)

 Israel is obliged to respect the right of the PP to self-determination but this would include Ps inside Israel

 Past jurisprudence: P self-determination does not authorize dismemberment of the “State of Israel”

 But does it impose obligation on Israel to administer all Mandate Palestine for the “People of Palestine”?

 Shaw: “Note in particular that the establishment by South Africa of bantustans was seen as a violation of 
the principle of self-determination and prejudicial to the territorial integrity of the State and the unity of its 
people” (n. 242)

 “Its people” – why is this unity abandoned in Palestine when the only justification for doing so is 
inadmissible under IHRL?

 Territorial integrity – has never been formally resolved

 Bantustans – precisely what Israel plans for Palestinian “reserves”


